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Ask your optician about
personalized lenses.
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800-688-3904 / www.acculab.net
509 Oak Street, DeKalb, IL 60115

A TOTALLY PERSONALIZED
VISUAL EXPERIENCE

Montanel
Series Progressive Lenses

OPTICAL

WHY SHOULD I PERSONALIZE 
MY LENSES?

Personalization can make a big difference in 
prescription lenses. When a lens is fully personalized 
for a single wearer, the best possible optics are 
acheived. Each wearer will experience the best 
quality of vision and unbeatable visual comfort.

LENSES PERSONALIZED 
JUST FOR YOU!

Personalized lenses deliver superior comfort and 
great vision by using the most innovative technology 
available today. Personalized lenses are created 
using your personal parameters, individual frame 
selection, and prescription.

OptoTech's innovative technology ensures that each 
wearer has the most comfortable and accurate 
vision, which is individualized to create a unique 
lens made just for you.

Rondel Progressive Lens

KBar Progressive Lens

Stiletto Indoor Lens

Lance Outdoor Lens
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Lance The Lance progressive lens design was developed to 
increase the visual zones with a concentration of unwanted 
astigmatism into the smaller areas of the lens surface. 
Additionally, it is possible to use the inset for reading as a 
variable. This is necessary for the two converging eyes to meet 
in the near vision zone. This also depends on the dioptric 
power.

With its felxible inset to adjust the reading zone, the Stiletto 
progressive lens design offers improved vision, especially 
for hyperopia. Soft does not necessarily mean a larger 
reading zone, but a softer, less notable peripheral cylinder 
aberration.

A long day in the office, some sports later on, and checking 
the internet afterwards - modern life has high expectations 
for our eyes. The daily demands of the digital age require 
lenses that can keep up. The KBar progressive from 
AccuLab offers wide vision for all areas and a comfortable 
transition between near and far vision resulting in an 
outstanding comprehensive visual experience. The KBar 
enables a natural field of vision while still allowing the 
ability to read small, digital information. No matter your 
lifestyle, the KBar will exceed your expectations.

The Rondel progressive lens is superior optical clarity for the 
benefit of your patients. As AccuLab is continuously 
incorporating new OptoTech lens designs, we've introduced a 
design with higher resolution that allows easy adaptation 
for every patient due to an even lower aberration than 
previous designs.

100% Digital Freeform Progressive with 
Compensated Technology. Our Premium 
Custom-Made Design with the Highest 
Resolution

100% Digital Freeform Progressive. 
Customized Performance for Daily Life

An Occupational Lens with 
Premium Soft Design for an 
Incredible Open View

The Premium Entry and Drive 
Design Occupational Lens

RONDEL BENEFITS:

KBAR BENEFITS:

STILETTO BENEFITS:

LANCE BENEFITS:

·  Fully personalized progressive lenses
·  Maximum visual quality throughout the lens
·  Wide visual fields
·  Comfortable and accurate vision
·  Virtually non-existent adaptation

·  Digitally surfaced using OptoDesign Pro technology

·  Superior vision to traditional progressive lenses

·  Comfortable all-purpose lens
·  Accurate vision

·  High-value economic solution

·  Fully personalized indoor occupational lenses

·  Less eyestrain and improved vision

·  Increased agility for precise focus

·  Extended zones exclusively for intermediate and reading

·  Fully personalized outdoor lenses

·  Reduced visual fatigue

·  High quality features in the distance region

·  Clear vision in every gaze direction


